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Topics In Finance
Part VIII—Mergers & Acquisitions
Judy Laux, Colorado College, USA

ABSTRACT
In this series, three key axioms—stockholder wealth maximization, the risk-return tradeoff, and
agency conflicts—are applied to the major topics in financial management. The current article
looks at mergers and acquisitions, reviewing the presumed motivations, the ethical challenges,
and the literature dedicated to this financial activity.
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INTRODUCTION

F

inance textbooks typically excel at the mechanics but tend to skimp on the critical concepts that
undergird financial management. Among these are stockholder wealth maximization, risk and return,
and agency theory. This series supplements the textbook coverage and, to date, has offered an
introductory article providing the conceptual foundation plus articles devoted to financial analysis, leverage, the
valuation of stocks and bonds, capital structure, capital budgeting, and dividend policy. [See Laux 2010 (a) through
(d), as well as Laux 2011 (a), (b), and (c).] This article investigates mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and asks
questions such as:






What motivates M&A decisions, in theory?
What drives M&A activity in practice?
What agency conflicts confront financial managers considering a merger?
What aspects of mergers have researchers investigated, and what are their findings?
What queries would lead the financial manager to make better M&A decisions?

This article reviews the mechanics and conceptual framework offered by textbooks, including what
compels managers to engage in mergers, theoretically, then considers how risk and return and agency problems
interface with stockholder wealth maximization, summarizes some of the most approachable literature dedicated to
mergers and acquisitions, and finally offers the financial manager an avenue of introspection for developing the
corporation’s most appropriate M&A policy.
MERGERS &ACQUISITIONS - THE TEXTBOOK VERSION
Most textbooks give a brief list of possible motives for mergers and acquisitions, outline the mechanics of
tender and stock offers, look at the accounting magic of earnings per share, and sometimes admit that mergers often
do little more than transfer wealth from the stockholders of the acquiring firm to those of the target. On occasion,
acquisition decisions are described as special cases of capital budgeting, yet they almost never appear in the same
chapter. (One noteworthy exception is Brealey, Myers, and Allen, 2008, Chapter 32, which, hands down, represents
the finest textbook coverage around for any serious student of mergers.) A brief article by Harris [1997]
summarizes the four major approaches to firm valuation sometimes referred to in textbooks: Specific asset values,
multiples, options pricing, and present value, only the last of which directly relates to the capital budgeting version.
As a quick refresher, we now visit some of the most cited motivations and recap how a company can increase its
EPS by buying a company with a lower price-earnings ratio, adding the caveat that it’s creating real wealth that
matters.
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Managers often defend merger actions with one or more of several common rationales, claiming mergers:
Provide diversification; create operational synergy; increase debt capacity; generate greater market share; create
accounting or financial synergies; add wealth for stockholders. Each can be argued for and against. Diversification
sounds good in theory, but investors can do it more easily and cheaply on their own; synergies often fail to develop;
access to debt markets might improve for the acquirer but raise the risk of the target; market share increases can
invite anti-trust action and the associated costs of litigation; financial synergies are more apparent than real, and
measuring true wealth changes is difficult, at best. In addressing the last two of these motivations, Block, Hirt, and
Danielsen [2011, pp. 626-27] offer an example of a merger in which a firm with a price-earnings ratio of 12 buys a
smaller company with a PE of 7.5, the effect of which is always to immediately increase the earnings per share of
the acquiring firm—accounting magic or real wealth creation? How does one measure the attendant increase in
stockholder welfare? The authors caution the reader to look beyond the numbers at the growth potential of the
newly combined firm, because this is what ultimately influences the market value of the acquiring firm, and
maximizing long-run market value is the true test of a successful merger.
Although managers don’t often admit it, mergers also result in a larger firm to control, and with greater size
comes power, prestige, and quite likely, enhanced compensation for the manager. Researchers often link mergers
and the term “executive hubris”—meaning that managers sometimes let their egos and self-confidence guide M&A
decisions rather than concentrating on maximizing the wealth of their stockholders. The outcome can be a decrease
in that wealth, as noted in the following section in which we visit agency conflicts.
MERGERS AND AGENCY CONFLICTS
As outlined in the previous section, many of the theoretical justifications for acquiring other firms are
connected in a very real way to managers’ personal power, prestige, and compensation. This sets the stage for
agency conflicts. Managers would prefer to have complete power over buying other firms and total defense against
becoming the takeover target, since the latter could jeopardize their own jobs. Thus the subject of takeover defense
mechanisms becomes pertinent. Managers who fear losing their jobs due to takeover might elect to institute golden
parachute agreements, wherein their “landing” is cushion by pre-specified separation contracts. Poison pill
arrangements make takeover prohibitively expensive and typically kick in when a certain percentage of outstanding
shares is purchased by an outsider, again protecting managers. In the exciting “Saturday night special,” a hostile bid
is initiated during non-trading hours, and managers sometimes look for a white knight to bid for their firm instead.
While the empirical evidence is mixed on whether merger defense mechanisms are good for the
stockholder, in general, the empirical proof suggests that, on the whole, mergers tend to transfer wealth from the
acquiring firm to the target firm (primarily in the form of the premium paid to entice the target to sell), so the wise
and impartial manager of the target firm should consider a takeover bid seriously as a way of increasing his/her
stockholders’ wealth. Unfortunately, takeover moves often occur as a result of a target company’s poor
performance given the assets at its command; this results in a depressed stock price and an invitation for an acquirer
to move in. The last thing managers want to do is admit they have been falling short of expectations in managing
the company. One defense is to become so big that others cannot acquire the firm, another questionable reason for
merging. As the following section demonstrates, these agency-related dilemmas pop up in a number of places in the
literature.
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS IN THE LITERATURE
The literature can be divided into articles that speak to the theoretical justifications for M&A activity, those
that investigate empirically whether wealth is created (and to whom it might accrue), a few that address the
existence of merger waves, and a number of works that offer advice to managers in this area that is rife with
potential for agency conflicts and potential failure. Each category has articles that address many of the drawbacks to
the motives cited above, albeit from varying vantage points. While the literature is immense and begins decades
ago, this article presents a few of the seminal articles but concentrates the coverage on some of the more
contemporary works.
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Merger Motives
For decades diversification has been touted as a major motive for mergers. Lintner’s 1965 seminal work,
“Security Prices, Risk, and Maximal Gains from Diversification,” is widely cited because it discusses the portfolio
effect of combining assets with dissimilar patterns of returns. Even though, theoretically, one could make a good
case for smoothing earnings per share by combining firms with negatively correlated (or simply uncorrelated)
earnings, the stockholder can achieve such diversification more easily (and cheaply) by buying stock in the separate
entities. For mergers to accomplish this requires much more effort. And the outcome is never as certain once the
firms are combined. Market efficiency, including the tradeoff between risk and return, lies at the heart of this
debate; if stocks are priced appropriately, buying another firm should accomplish nothing that the stockholder
cannot create through diversifying his or her own portfolio. Porter makes this argument in his 1987 work, “From
Competitive Advantage to Corporate Strategy.” He suggests that the diversification justification really doesn’t hold
in today’s market. It would be better to pay dividends and let the shareholders diversify for themselves. He does
offer three other motivations that might pay under certain circumstances: Restructuring, transferring skills, and
sharing activities. He describes both how to spot each opportunity and an “action program” to advise managers who
might be contemplating such acquisitions.
An argument can be made for purchasing another firm that has latent debt capacity—is underleveraged—
not only to improve access to the debt markets but to lower the cost of debt for the acquiring firm. The seminal
article in this area, Lewellen’s 1971 work “A Pure Financial Rationale for the Conglomerate Merger,” poses the
challenge in this manner: “The question is whether it is possible for firms, by merging, to produce gains for their
stockholders in the absence of any opportunities for operating efficiencies—to create increments in wealth out of
‘pure’ financial combinations of enterprises” (p. 522). The author concludes that joining firms might reduce the
probability of bankruptcy, enhance the merged company’s ability “to meet the cash-inadequacy tests of lenders …
create additional borrowing capacity as an inevitable consequence of consolidation” (p. 533, italics in original), and
extend the range of debt-to-total-capitalization over which investors do not punish companies for adding debt. In
short, “…valuation gains are obtainable merely from the joining of companies; there is in fact some quantum of
pure financial ‘synergy’ which can be released by conglomeration” (p. 533, italics in original). Score one for
financial synergy! But wait. A 1975 work by Higgins and Schall refutes Lewellen’s contentions, showing that, if
leverage varies, a decline in equity value is simply “offset… by an increased reliance on debt financing. The
ultimate effect…depends upon the relative strength of these opposing forces” (p. 111). Similarly, Sweeney [1991]
finds no support for the hypothesis that increased debt capacity represents a defensible motive for conglomerate
mergers. The jury might still be out on this issue.
DeYoung, Evanoff, and Molyneux [2009] concentrate on the mergers and acquisitions literature for
financial institutions and cite a number of proposed rationales for merging: These include financial benefits
(including operational efficiency and market power), stockholder wealth maximization, diversification, and
managerial motives such as utility maximization, increased compensation, and creating a “Too Big to Fail” firm.
Two other articles [Savor and Lu, 2009 and Yang et al., 2010] cite overvalued equity as a reason for acquiring other
firms in a stock exchange. Their findings are outlined in the following section, “Who Wins and Who Loses?” In
sum, most of the merger motives articles describe, conceptually, why merging might be advisable, but the ones that
investigate it empirically generally find little support. The next section looks at a number of those empirical studies.
Who Wins and Who Loses?
A number of articles try to get at the heart of whether or not mergers create value. If firms are mispriced
(allowing a firm to get a “bargain” by buying out another firm), then markets are inefficient; this would represent a
big credibility issue for academics who believe in market efficiency. The articles in this section suggest that the
evidence is mixed.
In a study of 33 companies widely engaged in mergers during the 1950 to 1986 period, Porter [1987, p. 3]
finds that “on average corporations divested more than half their acquisitions in new industries and more than 60%
of the acquisitions in entirely new fields. Fourteen companies left more than 70% of all the acquisitions they had
made in new fields.” In unrelated acquisitions, average divestment was 74%. If mergers are, in fact, value-adding,
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why would more than half (and substantially more than that in the case of unrelated acquisitions) be abandoned?
This does not bode well for the case for inefficient markets, but it would support a case for inefficient management!
Similarly, in “Effects of Multinational Mergers and Acquisitions on Shareholders’ Wealth and Corporate
Performance,” Shukla and Gekara [2010] contend that mergers do not create value and offer proof that managers do
not maximize firm value by engaging in this activity.
On the opposite side of the empirical fence, some studies support the wealth-generating potential of M&As.
Sudarsanam, Holl, and Salami [1996] find that acquisitions generate wealth increases for the stockholders of both
the acquiring and target firms. This is accomplished through a variety of synergies, including operational, financial,
and managerial. Both Savor and Lu [2009] and Yang et al. [2010] find that acquirers can use their overvalued
equity in completing mergers, effectively purchasing the assets of the target firm at a discount. A result of
information asymmetry, one can see how this might benefit the stockholders of the acquiring firm, but doesn’t it
imply an equal loss for the target who has been fooled and sold itself at a discount? And doesn’t that fly in the face
of market efficiency?
Weidenbaum and Vogt [1987] reveal evidence that acquisitions are poor investments for the acquirer,
although they might, on the whole, break even when the returns to targets are considered. The culprit, according to
these authors might be a poor alignment between the interests of the managers and those of the acquiring firm’s
stockholders. Managerial self interest in the forms of increased economic or political power and prestige, job
satisfaction, and enhanced compensation packages (through higher salaries, bonuses and stock options) can lead to
more acquisitions. The authors suggest that greater stock ownership might counter this tendency.
Two articles specifically address the use of takeover defenses. In their 1994 work “Poison Pills and
Corporate Governance,” Dowen, Johnson, and Jensen find support for the hypothesis that “poison pill adoptions
may be rational responses by management to conditions inside and outside of the corporation undertaken to
minimize transaction costs” (p. 305). These mechanisms can help the target firms maximize shareholder wealth by
forcing the acquirer to pay a higher premium. The opposing argument is that inefficient management utilizes poison
pills to “entrench” themselves. In “What Matters in Corporate Governance?” [2009], Bebchuk, Cohen, and Ferrell
look at a number of takeover readiness provisions, including poison pills and golden parachutes, to determine their
effect on firm valuation. They find that both poison pills and golden parachutes, along with supermajority
requirements for mergers, are among those corporate governance provisions associated with significant reductions in
firm valuation and negative abnormal returns. These provisions “have systematically drawn substantial opposition
from institutional investors” because they “limit the extent to which a majority of shareholders can impose their will
on management” (pp. 784-85). Once again, we see that mergers can bring out the worst in managers, in this case
those of the target firm.
This brief review of some of the literature that investigates whether, empirically, merger activity creates
value offers a mixture of pros and cons. Obviously, the market efficiency/firm valuation and mergers and
acquisitions relationship remains a mystery. Researchers will continue to create new ways to investigate whether
markets can be fooled by combining firms. Some aspects of market inefficiency apply equally well to the idea of
merger waves, covered in the following section.
Do Mergers Come in Waves?
Several periods in the last century and the current one have produced a significant number of mergers, and
researchers have described these busy acquisition times, or “waves,” based on many different factors. The turn of
the 20th century saw horizontal (monopolistic) mergers; the 1920s witnessed vertical mergers between buyers and
sellers in the production chain; Post WWII was characterized by conglomerate mergers; the 1980s’ mergers were for
self-defense, with both conglomerate and “congeneric” features (related firms but not buyer/seller relationships), and
the late 1990s returned us to the world of monopoly-driven mergers to compete globally. The topic is still a hot one
in the face of today’s potential new wave, especially acute in the financial services sector. Although the
contemporary literature is far too extensive to cover in its entirety, this section (which relies heavily on research
done by Rachel Vitale, a 2012 Colorado College graduate) visits one of the most comprehensive reviews of merger
wave studies. Actually, two articles stand out for doing a good job of summarizing merger wave literature:
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Andrade, Mitchell, and Stafford [2001] and Harford [2005]. In the first, the authors look at mergers by decade,
finds much clustering of mergers by industry, covers the period from 1973, but concentrates on the 1990s. We will
devote the remainder of this section to the more recent work.
For a rich presentation of the neoclassical explanations for merger waves, review Harford [2005], wherein
the author, citing a number of studies (including Gort, 1969 and Mitchell and Mulherin, 1996), contends that when
sufficient capital liquidity exists, merger waves occur in response to a shock in the industry or economy that
promotes relocating firm assets. Only when financial constraints are reduced can this take place. On the opposite
side of this argument, Harford presents a number of authors [including Golbe and White, 1988; Shleifer and Vishny,
2003; and Rhodes-Kropf and Viswanathan, 2004] who promote a more behavioral model to explain merger waves.
In essence, “merger waves result from managerial timing of market overvaluations of their firms” [Harford, 2005,
529], and bull markets provide the setting for such activity. Of course, this behavioral explanation smacks of a
belief in inefficient markets, where assets and stocks are overvalued, information is asymmetric, managers hold
misconceptions about synergy, and target managers suffer from short-term vision, resulting in greater probability
that a wave will occur. The following section looks at mergers from a slightly different vantage point—that of
offering the financial manager counsel.
Counseling the Merger Manager
The variety of potential motives for merging indicates just how complex this financial decision can be, and
a number of authors believe they can offer good advice for managers contemplating an acquisition. In “Are You
Paying Too Much for That Acquisition?” Eccles, Lanes, and Wilson [1999] warn that managers have to know their
top price and be disciplined about sticking with it. In addition, in deciding on that appropriate price, managers
should know that potential cost savings are easier to estimate than revenue enhancements and that process
improvements often can justify higher prices, but financial engineering rarely does. Likewise, Cullinan, Le Roux,
and Weddigen [2004] encourage managers to know “When to Walk Away from a Deal,” which includes knowing
the “walk-away price” and what they really are buying in the target company. Bower [2001] says that mergers
occur for five very different reasons (dealing with overcapacity in an industry; to roll-up competitors; to extend a
firm into new products; as a substitute for R&D; to invent a new industry), and each requires a different set of
strategic activities, creating a special challenge for managers. “Deals Without Delusions [Lovallo, et al., 2007]
warns managers that their minds can play tricks on them at various stages of the acquisitions process. This all
suggests a perilous path on the M&A journey.
Sometimes a merger really isn’t the answer. In “When to Ally and When to Acquire” [2004, p. 28], Dyer,
Kale, and Singh instruct managers to analyze three sets of factors to determine whether an alliance would be
preferable to an acquisition. These include “the resources and synergies they desire, the marketplace they compete
in, and their competencies at collaborating.” Only through this type of introspection and investigation can managers
make merger decisions that will enhance their stockholders’ wellbeing. In short, mergers and acquisitions don’t
lend themselves to a textbook approach, perhaps explaining why typical textbook coverage is scant.
The articles in this section offer warnings to financial managers, and the cautionary tone revolves around
the fact that no two mergers are alike. This makes for a difficult and steep learning curve. How does one develop a
checklist of value-maximizing possibilities and force management to describe exactly how purchasing a particular
firm, in a particular industry, at a particular time in the history of both firms will result in a value-adding scenario
from which the stockholders of both firms will benefit? The next section offers a few self-reflective questions.
THE BOTTOM LINE: ADVICE FOR THE FINANCIAL MANAGER
To avoid making bad acquisitions, managers must refrain from placing their own security, wealth, and
power above that of the stockholders they are to serve. Good questions to ask include:



Have we treated the possible merger as a special case of capital budgeting (which it is), and have we done
our best to quantify the associated future cash flows and discount them using an appropriate rate of return?
Is diversification at the heart of this merger (and should we let our stockholders diversify instead)?
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Is the synergy we seek real? What are the sources of that synergy? How long will it take us to realize the
returns from these synergies?
Are personal compensation, power, and/or prestige motivating this acquisition?
Is “creative accounting” anywhere in the valuation picture?
Are we paying too much for this acquisition?
Would an alliance better serve our stockholders’ interests?

This series continually asks for managerial self reflection and tough honesty. Managers must view their first
assignment as finding and investing in good projects, and mergers represent that activity on steroids! The associated
dollars, time, energy, and uncertainty make this activity particularly risky; this risk must be justified by expected
(and realizable) high returns. Just as with dividend policy, if managers are uncertain about whether or not a merger
will pay off, at the very least they should employ a kind of Hippocratic Oath—above all, do no harm.
THIS SERIES CONTINUES
Financial managers struggle with agency challenges in the mergers and acquisitions area. Keeping the
long-run wealth of stockholders in mind and eschewing opportunities to grab for the power and prestige associated
with running a bigger firm test even the best of managers. The next, and final, article in the series will investigate
working capital management, perhaps the least “sexy” of the financial manager’s assignments but one that takes up
the lion’s share of the day.
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